Survitec develops new Rope Access lifejacket for the offshore industry

Survitec Group has developed a new Crewsaver branded Rope Access lifejacket designed
specifically for people operating at height in an offshore environment. The product has a number
of unique features built into its design to ensure it delivers exceptional performance even in the
toughest offshore conditions.
The company, which has many years experience in the oil and gas market, has worked closely
with leading offshore operators during the product's development. Tried and tested to work in
conjunction with a fall arrest harness, the twin chamber jacket provides 275N of buoyancy and is
SOLAS approved.

Key features ensure the jacket is ideally suited to an offshore environment. The top half of the
lifejacket's outer cover is made from a wipe clean and light weight material that provides added
flexibility around the neck area. This is critical to making sure the lifejacket does not push the
wearer's helmet forward in use.

The main working area of the jacket is made with a wipe clean, heavy duty material that helps to
maintain longevity. A quick burst zip with three burst points has also been built into the lifejacket
to help prevent foreign objects getting inside the operating systems.
Inside the jacket offers exceptional turning speed and unrivalled freeboard. Excellent chin support
helps to keep the airways clear when in the water. The jacket is equipped with a SOLAS
approved light, whistle and reflective tape to ensure the wearer can be located quickly.
Accessible lifting points on the front of the jacket aid retrieval should the wearer fall into the water.
Other features include an ID window pocket, snag free soft pull inflation tabs and a crotch strap
cover to prevent the strap twisting and snagging. The lifejacket is PLB and AIS ready. An area on
the cover has been reserved for printing a company logo.
For further information visit www.survitecgroup.com.
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